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EVELIO ECHEVARRÍA

Cordillera Huaytapallana, Peru

When I first saw the name Cordillera Huaytapallana of Peru I was 
thrilled. In Quichua, huayta means ‘flowers’ and pallana, ‘the place 

to collect’. I conjured in my mind a mountaineer’s paradise: natural gardens 
of tropical flowers with a noble background of those fluted ice peaks that 
are typical of Peru. What more could be desired? I was already acquainted 
with other paradises of that kind, such as the eastern Andes of Colom-
bia and the Venezuelan Andes. In both, there exists a rich tropical high-
altitude flora above which rise fine rock and ice peaks. In anticipation of 
exploring the mountains of Peru again, I collected together all the photos 
and maps of the Cordillera Huaytapallana I could find. They enabled me 
to establish the existence of the white peaks I had imagined; but as for high 
mountain flower gardens, that was another story…
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At long last, in the Peruvian mountaineering season of 2003 I was able 
to pay my first visit to several high valleys in the Huaytapallana. I was both 
surprised and disappointed: no flowers could be seen anywhere. In a few 
hidden corners of semi-frozen ground, the petals of the tiny ‘forget-me-not’ 
could be found. But that was all.

I demanded from local shepherds, well acquainted with their own 
valleys, an explanation and they gave it to me: on the Day of Santiago 
(Saint James) shepherdesses roam over the higher valleys to collect any 

148.  Cordillera Huaytapallana: south end of the range, with Laguna 
Carhuacocha. (Evelio Echevarría)
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flowers they are able to find to adorn their hats and caps. Hence the very 
misleading but also very literal, name of Huaytapallana, ‘the place to collect 
flowers’. A part of my dreams collapsed. But there remained the ice peaks.

The Cordillera Huaytapallana of central Peru is purely an ice range. Al-
though it has between 4800m and 5100m peaks of good granite rock, its 
main characteristic is its display of wholly white peaks, ranging between 
4900m and the 5572m of Nevado Huaytapallana (or Lasontay), the highest 
point in the system. It is a little-known range. Climbers at present do not 
visit it, and this is partly because there exist no monographs about its 
mountaineering aspects.

The Cordillera Huaytapallana is located north (and not east, as mislead-
ing alpine guides assert) of the Andean city of Huancayo (height, 3271m; 
population, 310,000). On its north, south and west flanks there are exten-
sive bunch-grass slopes that reach almost to the ice level (4800m). On the 
eastern side is found what Peruvians call la selva (the jungle). This region 
is a heavily forested piedmont and is constantly under mist and fog. Moun-
taineers will not find any access to the Huaytapallana from that flank.
Access

From Lima, at sea level, there is an easy bus ride to Huancayo and from 
there one can reach the range in any vehicle via a gravel road often in 
bad condition. The road reaches the 4595m high pass at a crossing called 
Virgen de las Nieves (‘Our Lady of the Snows’). There is a basic restaurant 
in this place. From it, vehicles can descend south to the towns of la selva or 
they can head for the upper valleys of 
the south and west sides of the range, 
following gravel vehicular roads.

Several Huancayo tour companies 
transport, mostly at weekends, local 
hikers to these high valleys, a journey 
of two to four hours and as many for 
the return, within the same day (some 
18 Euros for a hired vehicle). Thus one 
can reach large and locally fairly well-
known lakes at the head of the valleys: 
Laguna Lasontay, which yields access 
to the basin with the highest peaks in 
the south-west side of the range, and 
Lagunas Carhuacocha and Cocha 
Grande, at the southern end, accessi-
ble from Virgen de las Nieves. Around 
the last two, one can repeat what is 
locally known as la caminata (‘the hard 

149. Map of Eastern section of 
Cordillera Huaytapallana, Central Peru. 
Redrawn by Gary Haley.
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march’). It goes over a well marked trail all the way to the glaciers above 
the big lake of Cocha Grande. Hikers usually return to Huancayo the same 
day, a 16-hour-long effort. The mountaineering season runs from mid-May 
to early September, the theoretically dry Peruvian winter, and the local 
climate is usually cold. 

The Ice
The Cordillera Huaytapallana is divided into three groups of rock and ice 
peaks, separated from each other by extensive undulating grass slopes, as 
well as depressions occupied by hamlets of little importance (see sketch-
maps):

Sector 1 
North-west or Marairazo sector: 5 ice peaks, 4800m to 4943m, already 
charted. Unexplored by mountaineers.

Sector 2 
Western or Putcacocha sector: 5 ice peaks, 4850m to 5059m, already 
charted. The German scientist Olaf Hartmann ascended peaks believed to 
be 5100m high in this area. Incomplete charting.
(Access to these two sectors is by rural bus, Huancayo–La Concepción–
Comas.)

Sector 3 
Eastern or main sector: some 30 peaks, 4850m to the 5572m of Nevado 
Huaytapallana or Lasontay, already charted. Approximate length of the 
glaciated area is 18km, north to south, and some 6km at its widest part. 
Access to this sector is the easiest in the entire range and offers a number 
of other heights that do not appear in the Carta Nacional 1:100 000 of the 
Instituto Geográfico Nacional of Peru.

It is not known what the northern end of this eastern or main sector can 
offer. Olaf Hartmann described the granitic rock peaks of Runatullo in the 
ill-charted north end of the Huaytapallana. These are blanks on the map, at 
least from the point of view of the alpinist.

A scrutiny of the aforementioned Carta Nacional 1:100 000, which is 
not only the most detailed but also the official map of Peru, shows a total 
of some 70-80 peaks of importance (4800-5572m) of which some 20 to 25 
peaks may already have been climbed, sometimes more than once (and 
Nevado Huaytapallana or Lasontay, 5572m, the highest, perhaps five or 
six times). The main unclimbed heights are either the handsome Nevado 
Chuspicocha (c5400m) or the unnamed ‘Peak 5’ of the American 1953 
report. On the official map of the area there remain numerous peaks north 
of the big Nevado Chuspe (c5500m), as well as on the corniced ridge of the 
northern half of the Cordón (chain) Yanauscha (c5300m). Moreover, we 
do not know what the massifs of Runatullo and Marairazo have to offer, 
nor the very glaciated massifs of Chuho and Huaracayo (c5300m), east of 
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the Yanauscha chain, which were pointed out by the American expedition 
of 1953.

As for new routes, they simply abound. Every mountain peak already as-
cended will offer several. Furthermore we know nothing about the eastern 
flank of the range, constantly under clouds, which falls into la selva.

Climbing
This began in 1953, when three Europeans made the first ascent of 

Nevado Huaytapallana or Lasontay (5572m), highest point in the range 
(and not the smaller Jallacata, c5200m, as some misleading alpine guide-
books declare). Also in 1953 the ambitious American expedition of Freder-
ick L Dunn took place, which traversed the southern half of the Yanauscha 
chain (5200m-5315m) and the rocky groups of Merced and Castillo 
(5100m?). Subsequently, Peruvian parties made some occasional ascents, 
unfortunately leaving rather vague information about them. Foreign vis-
iting parties have been few. Incidentally, the only British mountaineers 
to have been active in the Huaytapallana were M Owen and D Porter, 
members of the 1962 Anglo-Italian expedition which made the first ascent 
of a peak placed at 5600m and variously called ‘Andorno’ and ‘Lasontay 
Norte’1.

It is a pity that the quite accurate national Pre-Carta of 1966 (1:100 000) 
was not used by all parties that visited this range before the mid-1970s. The 

150.  The main peaks of the west-central section: (left) Nevado Chuspe (c5500m) and 
(right) unclimbed Nevado Chuspicocha (c5400m). (Evelio Echevarría)
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heights they quoted were, on average, somewhat too high. Exact figures, 
at least for eight named peaks, finally appeared in 1983, with the Carta 
Nacional, 1:100 000. 

One mountaineer who left precise and detailed reports of his enterprises 
was the German geophysicist Olaf Hartmann from Göttingen. Between 
1962 and 1970, alone or accompanied, he achieved a number of good ex-
ploratory climbs. Furthermore, he was the onwly mountaineer known to 
have climbed in all three sectors that compose the Huaytapallana.

And briefly, my own experiences in this district: in early June 2003, alone, 
since no companions or guides could be found in Huancayo, I climbed 
Cerro Chihuán (4900m), a first ascent, Cerro Lazocuchuna (5150m), an 
easy ascent, and Cerro Muqui (5077m), a possible first or second ascent 
(perhaps visited by the 1953 Dunn party). And in late June 2007, in bitterly 
cold weather, I made a repeat ascent of Cerro Muqui.

Today this range is almost completely forgotten. It seems to have been 
left to what local entrepreneurs call ‘turismo de aventura’, which in this 
case draws its clients from among the people of the city of Huancayo itself.

Baptisms
Since this is a matter of some 40, 50 or more unclimbed and mostly 

unnamed summits, the task of filling in blanks on the map will fall on visit-
ing mountaineers. New names will have to conform to the rules set by the 
Instituto Geográfico Nacional of Peru, which are:

• For new names, only the vernacular or regional language may be used 
or, failing that, Castillan Spanish.

• New names should be either descriptive (eg ‘White Tower’) or have a 
local application (eg to an alp, moor, stream, etc).

• New names should not duplicate others already existing in Peruvian 
toponyms.

I would like to close this brief monograph with two quotations, written 
in 1953 by Frederick L Dunn, that tell much about the Huaytapallana.

On the top of Cerro Castillo:
... the highest (17,500’) and nicest of the rock peaks climbed. We were 

rewarded with glimpses of several large mixed ice and rock peaks on the 
rim of another bowl valley. We decided that these peaks of about 18,200’ 
each were Chuoc and Huaracayo. They looked very inviting, but so did 
numbers of other shadowy shapes rising in ranks beyond them. On no day 
did we get a clear view of the country to the east2.

On top of ‘peak 6’ or Yanauscha:
... This was our highest summit and it was certainly a pleasure, though 

not very difficult. Yanauscha lake, seen through the swirling mists, was 
very impressive, but because of the summit cornice we only permitted our-
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selves the luxury of a view of the far shore of the lake. We looked along the 
line of peaks between us and Lasontay; we saw a three mile ridge rising at 
four points to heights considerably higher than 18,000’. There were some 
notable cornice profiles and some fine flutings. We were not tempted to 
follow the ridge further to peak 5!3

Summary: The Cordillera Huaytapallana of central Peru is primarily an ice 
range. It offers a quantity of first ascents, plenty of new routes, some good 
rock climbs and also the opportunity to work on much needed mapping of 
the higher terrain. There is no skiing (the ice is too crevassed), no archæol-
ogy, fishing or animal life (much less flowers, in this range that is called ‘the 
place to collect flowers’). Locally, there are no resources, guides, porters, 
pack or saddle animals to be found. Mountaineering in this area is a wholly 
uncomplicated endeavour. The key is to have a vehicle take you over there, 
march and start to climb.
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